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Mathematics



AK Website
• Policy updated and on website: Yes

• Website updated: in progress (with Sarah)

(intent poem, updated policy, photos, progression documents, 
parent links, multiplication guidance, photos and work samples –
all sent to Sarah in Feb)

To add: pupil voice



Implementation - How?
• Year group annual overviews with Ready to Progress Criteria



Implementation - How?

Calculation Policy guidance

Year group progression

Small steps overview



Implementation -
How?

• Assessment and data: Hot and Cold assessments - tracked

completed by Years 1-6 and monitored 
closely to ensure appropriate progress is 
made.

This is used alongside question analysis 
to see if there are common gaps in 
understanding which require further 
work in class to help children become 
secure.



• Question analysis grids completed for every assessment 
to allow us to identify any gaps in understanding and 
target interventions



What?

Ensuring consistency with online 
learning

Developing Maths section of the 
AK website

Y4 Multiplication Tables Check 
ready

Massive reorganisation of 
resources and 

ordering more manipulatives

Maths book scrutiny - WWW & 
EBIs shared with staff team

CPD - Attended several online 
courses, NCTEM Maths Covid 

Recovery, Prioritising the 
Mathematics Curriculum, DfE 

Ready to Progress Criteria, Maths 
Subject Leader Conferences and 

disseminated information.

Researched Maths catch up 
tutoring (Number Sense)

All Year groups have produced 
annual overviews linked to new 
DfE Ready to Progress Criteria

Data - monitoring Year group 
data to ensure children are on 

track



Impact - so what?

How have I made a 
difference?

1. Despite lockdown 
learning, Maths progress is 

looking positive (new format 
developed). Fewer 

assessments to maximise 
learning time

2. Catch up tutoring scheme 
(Number Sense) agreed

3. Ready to Progress Criteria 
assessments (planned) for all 

Pupil Premium pupils to 
target delivery of catch-up 

tutoring objectives

CHALLENGES:
Fewer interventions due to 
no whole school assemblies

Difficult to observe teaching 
due to bubbles

Pupil resilience following 
home schooling – some over 

reliant on adults.
Online learning platform







What do AK children say about Maths?

What do you most enjoy? I most enjoy problem solving (Y2-4) different star challenges, TTRS (Y2)

How do you know how well you are doing? Ticks in book, feedback from teach, LO stamp, lots of positive feedback, 
with a star stamp to show I've done super work (Y2) I get to share things (Y1)

What helps in lessons? Adults, talk partners, times tables mats, counters, number lines, seeing examples.

What helps you improve? Checking your work, answering reasoning and problems solving questions, extra times 
tables groups (Y4) Doing harder questions (Y3) Check your work and do editing (Y2) Use apparatus (Y1-5)

What happens if you get work wrong? Go through with an adult (Y4), make corrections using pink pen (Y3)

What happens if you find work easy? Push yourself to a harder level (Y3) Move onto the next star challenge (Y4, Y3 
& Y2) I try a challenge card (Y1)

What do you do if you get stuck? Look on the working wall (Y2) Move onto the next question (Y2) Ask a partner to 
help you (Y2) Ask a learning buddy (Y5)


